Project Controller (m|w|d)

For our BPS division, we are looking for a Customer Project Controller (m|w|d). In this position you will be responsible as a business partner and controller to support the customer project activities and expected profitability improvement for the Division. The goal is to act as the key controlling expert for defining, improving and measuring performances on customer projects, and standard instruments margins. The position can be based in Goettingen (GER), Guxhagen (GER), Aubagne (FR) or Royston (UK).

About the job
- Global position covering customer project controlling from quote to final execution
- Actively designs with the relevant stakeholders (from Sales to Project execution) key criteria and business processes for a profitable growth across all business areas
- Defines controlling best-in-class processes and tools to forecast, measure and steer performances on Customer projects (Integrated Solutions) and for repeatable instruments margins
- Able to translate customer projects into financial information, from the quote to the final release at customers’ (Cost and Sales accruals)

About you
- University studies completed in economics with a focus on controlling, with 5-10 years’ experience in controlling and especially project controlling
- Sound knowledge of IFRS accounting rules, especially IFRS15 and Percentage of Completion
- Advanced skills in MS Office and SAP Project System module; Tableau would be a benefit
- Strong communication and problem solving skills to operate in a cross cultural and very dynamic environment
- Self-motivated and goal oriented
- Ability to think in new ways and manage changes
- Fluent English; German a benefit
- Willingness to travel 20–30% including internationally
- Strong identification with our core values: sustainability, openness, enjoyment

Why work for us
- Flexible working hours with time recording
- Supportive working environment
- Working in a dynamic environment with open-minded company culture

Interested?
Driving our future growth requires talented people. Sartorius is a dynamic organisation suited to people who want to showcase skills, be recognised for expertise and thrive in a vibrant and innovative environment.

To find out more about Sartorius as an employer visit us on Sartorius Careers
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